AO Foundation Release Notice (V5R0M2)
User Interface
Enhancement of the User Interface has continued in this release along the same lines as explained in the notices of
previous releases. Refer to notices for V4R3M0, V4R4M0, V5R0M0 and V5R0M1.
In this release significant amounts of additional cursor sensitive help text have been added to the interface as well as
the AO-Wiki http://wiki.tembotechlab.com/AOWiki/index.php?title=Main_Page
AO Work Bench
From V5R0M1;
“In earlier versions of the workbench, exiting from the object menus (WBM01 through WBM08), would cause
the object to be automatically recreated unless the Cancel (F12) was used instead.
This automatic recreation function is removed in this release and the user will need to use the “Re/Create”
menu option to rebuild the file.”
In this release the exit from the objects menu will cause the entry in the schema objects list to change to “blue” to
indicate that a change has been made and the object requires recreation. This function uses the “Detailed CrossCheck” function to determine differences, therefore if a change was made and then reversed the list would indicate
no change.
Re-Sequence Column Fields
An error occurred within AO when re-sequencing the field positions in a record using an existing sequence number,
which corrupted the record definition and it became un-usable.
This has now been corrected so that using an existing sequence number will display an error message and no longer
corrupt the record meta-data.
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